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THOR HAN
Underwater alien bases / Atlantis / Lemuria / Earth's second moon / the way dolphins and

whales communicate / Nibiru fearpor narrative.

Q: Who has alien bases underwater on our planet?
Thor Han: The underwater bases, they are not all with good intentions, there are a lot, I don't
have the exact number,  I think it is around about 150, maybe more,  I do not have the right
number but the Orion Alliance of The Six has really many bases in North Pacific, Mediterranean
and Baltic Sea. The Gray Collective has bases in the Atlantic Ocean and Baltic Sea has one,
Baltic Sea is a very strategic point, there is a portal there. The Ciakahrr Empire has two in the
Atlantic Ocean and the one they have under Antarctica, yes, lake Vostok, this is a very big one.
This is a very big problem. We are not aware of all of them. The Galactic Federation of Worlds
has bases in the Atlantic, East and South Pacific. The North Pole as well.

Q: Please explain for the humans of Terra how your crafts move through the water not 
affected by the pressure.
Thor Han: We do use, in regard of our origins, more or less the same techniques. Around the 
shield of the ship there is a modified particle field; it creates a void that is moving with the ship 
and whatever the medium is, water, air or ether, it is always the same process. The void is 
created by a shifting of frequency around the ship and so in the water it is exactly the same. It 
creates when there is an atmosphere, sometimes, cloud condensation, but it depends on the 
weather, the temperature of the air, and it is the same with the water, it creates a sort of foam 
around the ship. The water doesn't affect the moving of the ship, so it can go just as fast in the 
water as it does in the air.

Q: What is the reason for them to have the bases underwater?
Thor Han: There are many reasons,  The Galactic  Federation of  Worlds have bases to watch
and survey the movements of all the other races present on your planet and as well monitor all
the interactions between all the different groups. We have an important advantage regardless to
which  civilization  is  settling  in  your  oceans;  an  amphibian  race  member  of  the  Galactic
Federation of  Worlds. They are not relying on any structure and they can go unnoticed. The
Purit Av-Illumu come from Mu Vela, they are as tall as average human and have resemblance
to those you call the Tall Grays, but they are Amphibians. they have palmed hands and feet,
and they have eyes with two layers of eyelids. They are very thin, they can breathe in water as
well  as  in  air  but  not  the  air  that  you  breathe  on  your  planet,  a  different  air  composition.
However, your water suits them, that's why they are very helpful for monitoring emotions. We
communicate with them telepathically.

The  regressive races hold facilities for  slaves, weaponry,  spaceports,  scientific  experiments,
same as  their  underground  continental  bases.  It  is  linked  mainly  via  the  Agarthan web  of
tunnels, you can go from a continent to a base underwater to another continent. The Galactic
Federation of Worlds doesn't have a connection to this web, it's a reason of security because



we do not want any interaction any enemy connected to our bases. 
We all co-exist although we are enemies, it is because there are treaties, diplomacy comes in
the  way,  I would  say,  "you  know how  I love  diplomacy",  I'd  like  to  do  it  my  ways,  but I
understand.  The  Galactic  Federation of  Worlds cannot afford an open war with together the
Ciakahrrs Empire, the Orion Gray Collective and the Corporate of Altair, all these three together
are  bound by their own treaties, and we are not in as you can imagine, if we declare war to
them, we are doomed, they are way more numerous than us, the war we may win it , but this will
be terrible, we do not want this, we try to resolve all the conflicts in another way.

Q: Can a Terran Astral Travel to those underwater bases?
Thor Han: Yes, you can, but I wouldn't advise Astral Travel to the bases of the enemy, you 
would be trapped, you need to know where you go.

Why do planes and ships get lost in the Bermuda triangle?
Thor Han: Bermuda Triangle it is an interdimensional portal. You can set a direction to 
anywhere. This has been for a very long time a trap set up by the Ciakahrrs, to trap crews of 
planes and boats as you say, but now it has been closed and severely guarded, you will not 
have disappearances now noticed. You have six main portals on your planet; one in this 
triangle, another offshore China, one at each pole, one in North America and one in the 
Himalayas North of India. The higher mountains are natural portals, as part of the magnetic field
of your planet.

Q: Are there pyramids in the oceans?
Thor  Han: Yes,  part  of  a  very  ancient  civilization.  There  are  plenty  everywhere,  ancient
structures  as  well,  some are  a  subject  of  war  and conflict  because  they  contain  magnetic
powers, tools, edifices and buildings, so yes there are pyramids under the sea. These pyramids
and not only pyramids; other structures were part of an old age of your planet before it was
covered by ice, when your species was still very primitive, and Terra was the ground of territorial
conflicts between different races. These ancient civilizations were extraterrestrial colonies, such
as  Atlantis. There were other ones in the  Pacific  Oceans, but you have to know that  the sea
levels were lower than now, so the geography was completely different.
 
There have been pyramids on the continent of Mu, more looking like the Mexican ones. Lemuria
was more ancient  than  Atlantis,  they arrived first  and there was a conflict  so violent  that  it
reshaped your planet. Selosians from Alpha Centauri, Laans from Lyra, Ahel colonies, Anunnaki
and  Ciakahrrs,  they  were  all  fighting  for  territories.  Some  turned  bad  using  genetics  to
interbreed DNA of species who must not be  interbreeding; animals and  humans. They were
playing with genetics and this had to stop, it wasn't the only reason for the destruction of all
these civilizations, there were conflicts of power for the ownership of your planet. There have
been so many layers of invasions in the history of your planet, this is a long story.

Q: What civilization was before Lemuria?
Thor  Han: There  weren't  a  special  civilization,  there  were  different  colonies,  civilization  is
something that is really  settled  and becomes part  of  the history of the planet.  Colonies are



temporary settlements.
Q: Was Lemuria as far as we know covered by water in a flood?
Thor Han: Yes and the end of the glaciation was accelerated, so the levels of the sea went
raised faster and higher, glaciation ends through millennia, sometimes it's a very slow process,
but this had been accelerated. The climate of Terra is being manipulated by your corporations to
fit their financial goals and your planet has been really, really damaged, the climate is really
manipulated and altered, this is saddening to see this because your planet has such a rich
biodiversity, and it is a real shame and pity that your corporations are damaging it, 

Q: Do tsunamis and hurricanes have anything to do with the aliens in the ocean?
Thor Han: They are natural phenomena, but they can be triggered by anyone or anything, it is a
natural phenomenon, part of your dynamics of air currents and climate.

Q: Could we use seawater as a fuel source?
Thor Han: Yes you can, you can  use it as fuel for engines if you want, this works very well
because you have minerals and salt in it which can use electrical current, very conductive.

Q: Are there any crystals underwater that might not be available on land?
Thor Han: No, it is the same geology that you have, and the water seas are the same planet
ground, so crystals underwater do not stay crystals for a long time, they're very well eroded very
quickly, a especially in the oceanic ground with the pressures there will be exploded, crushed.

Q: Are there any oceans connected to any freshwater bodies of water?
Thor Han: I know there are many rivers under your oceans, and you will be surprised of the
web of unsalted rivers running under your oceans, because you have springs coming from the
Earth under the level of the oceans, and it flows, and it has to come out, that water  wouldn't
immediately mix with this ocean water  because of the difference of temperature makes them
stay compact, eventually they cool down, and they finish by dissolving into the ocean. When
they come out of the spring from the crack in the Earth they are warmer, and they keep their
shape for quite a long time. They dissolve because they cool down, this is how it works. It is
occurring everywhere.

Q: How many times has our planet been destroyed by water and why?
Thor Han: Four times to my knowledge. The reasons, old war and acceleration of the melting of
the ice. You had a second satellite and this one was destroyed, this happened a very long ago.
You had two moons. You know you have two moons again, you have a little ridiculous rock that
your Terra captured in its gravity, we call it the ridiculous rock because we have to joke about it.
We love rocks and this one is very cute, it is your second Moon, a few miles' diameter only, your
planet captured it very recently in its orbit. You cannot see it in your bare eyes because it is so
tiny, it barely reflects the light of your star.

Q: Well I know that people keep talking about some planet Nibiru.
Thor Han: I have been concerned that many people are very scared of it,  Nibiru is in another
density, and it is not here, it cannot crush onto your planet. This is part of the manipulation of



your elites, when all the false predictions will have been uncovered, they want everyone to stop
believing in everything, in our help, in their own ascension, in everything, they are manipulating
your medias, infiltrate all the future groups and spread false predictions and scare people, and
by scaring people  they bind their  minds and then when the fake predictions  will  be wrong
everybody will turn their back, and they will have won, so be very careful.

Q: Do you remember the Japanese tsunami that killed hundreds of thousands of people, 
so they're still radioactive material going into the waters from Japan that has not been 
fixed.
Thor Han: I  can look  at the data of the history of your planet. The nuclear plant,  we have
avoided you a tremendous catastrophe, the plant is secured, but there has been a huge loss
into the water of the Pacific Ocean. Power plant now is not a problem, it's not a threat anymore,
but pollution has made damages before we could intervene to stop the problem, this should
have been  exploding  if we  hadn't intervened. Do you know how many power plants we have
avoided exploding?  You have no idea, you must stop with these stupid power plants, this is
enough now, time is revolute, you don't need this kind of energies, energy is free on your planet,
it is free and the elites, they know it is free, and they don't want it to be free, but it will be free
soon. It will be a new world for you, we can't wait as well because it will haste and accelerate
the moment when you will be able to join us, but you must first make your proof that you are not
a threat for the galactic peace because at the moment you are. 

Q: Right, but that could be because we have the  reptilians, but once the reptilians are
gone then I could see that happening.
Thor Han: All your secret societies will collapse one by one without their support, once they are
gone it will be very easy for us to help you but as long as they are here we cannot afford an
open war with them, warfare in the undergrounds it is fine, it is a different way of fighting that
you know on your planet, but this is our way of doing.

Q: Does Erra have marine life like sharks and whales?
Thor Han: We do not have the same sea mammals as in Terra, they are different, we have big
ones like your whales, of course they look different, they are beautiful, we can communicate
with  them telepathically  .  Everyone  communicates telepathically and  there  are  such  a
biodiversity on my world, the marine life is absolutely stunning, there are species which are half
vegetal half animal, the bioluminescence is more developed than on your  Terra because the
composition of the water is slightly different and the light of our  Sun is as well composed of
different atomic structure. The marine life is absolutely beautiful, I cannot name all the species,
there are millions of different species,  in rivers, ponds, seas, oceans. We  can telepathically
communicate with sea life even here on Earth, it is a different language, an emotion language.

Q: Are you communicating with just like sea animals,  or can you communicate with
jellyfish for example or seaweed?
Thor Han: No, Jellyfish have no brain, they are so primitive but wonderful creatures, we can
communicate by electrical impulsion, electric is a term that we do not use, it is a term that you
use, and I refer to it because it makes sense for you, by impulsion of energies.



Q: So as you know, right now our oceans are full of radiation from the Japan thing and
full of plastic, so do you think it's good to eat anything from the ocean right now?
Thor Han: This is a difficult answer to give because I wouldn't advise eating any other creature
with flesh, but if you want to eat other creatures with flesh because it is your choice and your
body can take it, then you need to be very careful where you prey or hunt, fish in your oceans
are contaminated with substances in the  Pacific  Ocean, this is very difficult, especially in the
west of the Pacific Ocean but then there are parts on Terra which are clean and clear.

Q: Really? Where is this?
Thor Han: I should show you a map, but I know for sure in the Southern Hemisphere of your
planet, this is all regarding the currents, next to the tip of continents like South America, South
Africa, in the northern seas, next to the poles, ell the water becomes a little bit fresher, because
of the ice melting occurrence, the acidity of the water is different. 

Q:  Would  you  say  that  dolphins  and  whales have  consciousness  that  is  similar  to
humans?
Thor Han: Very near, very close indeed especially dolphins, they are a species quite evolved
spiritually and energetically,  yes,  they have such an influence on the grid of the planet  that
would  surprise you because of  their  abilities,  hope you will  discover  it  one day,  resonance
linking, they can link to each other by resonance regardless to the distance and when they do
that  they,  I would say getting resonance with the grid  of  the planet  as well,  it  is  a specific
phenomenon of communication, quantum you can call it, but I would say more resonance, they
use sonar as well for shorter distances, they have a collective consciousness, the waves not the
dolphins, the whales are the collective consciousness and some species of birds have these
two, but the waves are very evolved mammal in your Terra and yes they influence the grid of
your planet very positively.

Message
Thor Han: I know I will not repeat it enough, keep your vibration high, I know there are a lot of
misinformation on your internet, please do not believe everything, do not believe everything that
is scary, do not as well believe everything that is too wonderful, believe your own instinct, we
were talking about  Nibiru, many people are scared that a Nibiru planet would crush on Terra,
but it will not, it is not of the same density and it is not a planet, so this has to be forgotten. I
have heard as well about Ashtar, you have to stop believing everything about the Ashtars, there
is a trap of  manipulation,  many people are being manipulated, and they do not  know mind
control, mind manipulation, you must believe only what makes sense to you, and what feels
right. And keep hope, step back, do not take part in any guerrilla, conflict or warfare opposing
two factions of your species, you need to unite as the same species, as one, otherwise you will
never get there to federate, how do you want to join the Galactic Federation of Worlds if your
world is not  federated,  if  your  world is thorn by Terran wars,  if  the other members of  your
species are subject of hate because they dress differently, speak differently, think differently,
how do you want to join a Federation which is galactic? This doesn't make sense, you need first
to be united as a single species which you are, then your elites will not have power any more.



You know who you are, you all know, and I am talking to the Terrans, the real Terrans, not the
envoys incarnated in Terran bodies, the real Terran souls. We are here for you, we are going
through all this trouble for you, risking our lives, spending our time and our efforts to help you
get rid of the threat of some empires who have agendas for your planet. Some species have
foreseen your future and haven't liked what they see, so we are now in time here because it is
the tipping point for the Terran species, human species, well, you have two roads, the road of
spiritual ascension, unity and federation or the road of a terrible, terrible time of dictatorship and
war, where all  Terran humans will be submitted and assimilated as machines, like possessed.
They will lose their souls, but this is what we want to avoid, so I would not disclose what is in our
plans, but I can tell you this, the good road has already been taken, you are walking on the good
road now, the road of the spiritual ascension, this is all you have to know, you're just on this
road, and you can go back and take the other one, or keep on walking ahead, looking at the
light in front of you, looking at the hope, visualizing your planet as a planet surrounded by light,
more powerful  than ever,  you are already in the new chapter of your revolution,  you're just
finishing cleansing your house, this is what I wanted to say. 

Q: I want you to give me four new words, Pleiadian words, so that we can teach people.
Thor Han: This is always awkward to pick words in my language.
1. Hu - Son.
2. Shan - World.
3. Sh,ana - Civilization.
4. Haya - Daughter.
5. Mana - Mother.
5. Ban or bany - friend. It depends on, let us say, my people say bany, Taal say beny.


